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 In this paper, we propose an Internet of Things (IoT) parking management solution for 
roadside parking spaces.  This solution includes software and sensor hardware installed at each 
parking space.  Because the smartphone is prevalent nowadays, we also design a smartphone 
application to enable users to easily access information regarding parking spaces near the user’s 
destination and devise the best path to it anytime, anywhere.  We choose Apple iOS as the 
programming platform on the smartphone and Raspberry Pi 3 as the sensor hardware, which 
uses an infrared distance sensor to determine whether the parking space has been occupied by 
a vehicle or not.  We also adopt Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) technology to connect sensors of 
all roadside parking lots and build a BLE mesh sensor network to collect parking statuses.  A 
routing protocol for the BLE mesh sensor network to efficiently forward parking information 
to the parking management server is proposed in this paper.  Finally, we present the software 
and sensor hardware used for implementing this parking management system, the simulator to 
execute the proposed BLE mesh routing algorithm, and snapshots of the parking app.

1. Introduction

 Currently, most parking management systems count the number of available parking spaces 
when a vehicle enters or exits the parking lot.  Some advanced systems use cameras to detect 
whether or not a parking space is occupied.  However, this approach is too expensive to be 
adopted for roadside parking spaces.  Moreover, it requires wired networks to collect parking 
information.  As listed in Table 1, we compare three parking apps and find several defects 
in them.(1−3)  First, none can search or reserve available roadside parking spaces.  Second, Tc 
Parking(2) and Parking Luck(3) do not record the parking history for future-usage analysis.  Most 
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important of all, these apps collect parking space statuses manually, instead of aggregating them 
automatically through wireless sensor networks.  For better integration and higher security, we 
prefer to use the user ID and password of Facebook to log in to the parking app.
 Recently, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) mesh sensor networks have been proposed to 
efficiently collect statuses of roadside parking spaces that are connected by BLE technology.(4)  
Because the conventional Bluetooth networks only support the star topology, many issues, e.g., 
how to discover neighboring nodes and find the best route to transmit packets to the destination 
node, should be solved for building the BLE mesh sensor networks.  Although related work has 
yielded some advances,(5−9) new problems have been introduced, as will be discussed in Sect. 2, 
on this kind of mesh topology.  
 In this paper, we propose an Internet of Things (IoT) parking management solution for 
roadside parking spaces.  Its contributions are as follows.  
1. It supports the use of Facebook user ID and password to log in to this app.  
2. It adopts Raspberry Pi 3 as the sensor hardware, which uses the infrared distance sensor, i.e., 

Sharp GP2Y0A41SK0F, to determine whether or not the parking space has been occupied by 
a vehicle.  This information is further transferred back to the parking server using the BLE 
module of Pi 3.  

3. Because traditional BLE techniques cannot fully support the mesh network topology at 
this time, we propose and implement our BLE routing algorithm for the present topology to 
collect statuses of roadside parking spaces in this app.

4. This app can, for example, search and reserve roadside parking spaces, navigate the vehicle 
to the reserved space, calculate the parking fee, and record the parking history.  

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows.  In Sect. 2, we discuss the operation of related 
routing protocols on BLE mesh sensor networks.  In Sect. 3, details of the proposed system 
architecture, BLE routing algorithm, and functions of the parking app are explained.  The 
software and hardware used for implementing this parking management system, the simulator 
to execute the proposed BLE mesh routing algorithm, and snapshots of the parking app are 
presented in Sect. 4.  Finally, in Sect. 5, we conclude this paper.

2. Related Routing Protocols on BLE Mesh Sensor Networks

 Below, we briefly discuss the operations of related routing protocols on BLE networks.  
The first one is MultiHop Transfer Service (MHTS),(6) which is based on Bluetooth 4.0 star 

Table 1 
Comparison of parking apps.

Parking Lot App(1) Tc Parking(2) Parking Luck(3) This System
Navigate to parking spaces Yes Yes Yes Yes
Log in via Facebook ID No No No Yes
Reserve parking space No No No Yes
Calculate parking fee Yes Yes No Yes
Record parking history Yes No No Yes
Collect parking space status
  through BLE sensor networks No No No Yes
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topology.  It includes the on-demand route discovery phase and the packet forwarding one.  If 
the packet source does not know the route to the destination, it will begin the route discovery 
process by sending an advertisement message to its neighbors, which further repeat this process 
toward the destination until the advertisement message reaches a node that has a known path to 
the destination.  Hence, each node on the forwarding route of the advertisement message will 
update its routing table to record its neighbor to the destination as its next hop.  After that, the 
source node conveys all data together through the link layer connection between adjacent nodes 
until the destination has received all data.  As a result, the memory size of each BLE node limits 
the total data length transmitted by MHTS.  Furthermore, MHTS suffers from long end-to-end 
latencies owing to its per-hop forwarding process.
 The second protocol is the BLE Mesh Network (BMN).(7)  It is based on Bluetooth 4.1 and 
the Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) for routing and includes the construction, maintenance, 
and optimization stages.  If a node intends to join the BLE mesh sensor network, it begins 
the construction stage by transferring a DAG Information Solicitation (DIS) message to 
its neighbors and waiting for the DAG Information Object (DIO) messages returned from 
them.  Thus, it can identify its parent and alternative node, which are associated through their 
corresponding Rank values, toward the root of DAG.  Finally, every node records its parent, 
alternative parent, and all children in a table.  Hence, the routing table of the DAG root records 
the path to each destination node.  When a source node wants to send a packet to a destination 
node, it starts the maintenance stage to find a path to the destination in its routing table.  If 
not, it repeatedly forwards this packet to its parent until the parent has found a path to the 
destination or the DAG root has received the packet.  Hence, this packet can be forwarded to 
the destination.  Finally, in the optimization stage, attempts to balance the distance of each 
node to the DAG root are made.  In summary, defects such as the single-node failure and traffic 
congestion near the root may degrade the performance of this protocol.  
 The on-demand scatternet formation and routing protocol is proposed to connect several 
piconets as a scatternet using Bluetooth 4.1.(8)  This protocol includes two stages: forming the 
scatternet and discovering the route.  In the first stage, the master and slave nodes build a table 
to record its slaves and master, respectively.  For connecting two piconets, the node acts as the 
master in one piconet but as the slave in another.  After a new node creates a connection to its 
nearby node, it may behave as the master or the slave, depending on its function as an advertiser 
or a scanner during the connection formation.  In the second stage, if the source node intends 
to send a packet to a destination node, it first transmits a route request to check whether the 
destination has been recorded in the slave table of its master or not.  If not, the master of the 
source node forwards this route request to each slave found by the breadth-first search.  Each 
slave, which has also joined another piconet, repeats this process until the destination has 
received the route request.  In this way, the source node finds all paths to the destination and 
chooses the shortest one to convey the packet.  Consequently, this protocol consumes many 
network capabilities to discover all paths exhaustively.  
 In our proposed BLE routing protocol for the mesh topology, we first define the metric 
distance of each node X with respect to its neighbor A.  This value depends on the metric 
distance from B to X and the received signal strength indicator from A to B.  Then, each node 
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alternates its state to scan its neighbors and to broadcast its information to them to discover 
the gateway (GW) node and establish the BLE mesh sensor network.  Whenever a node finds a 
new path to the GW, this protocol recalculates the new metric distance of this node to the GW 
and updates its routing table if needed.  Hence, it achieves shorter end-to-end latencies and 
consumes less network resources than the aforementioned related protocols.  Details of this 
proposed routing protocol will be mentioned in Sect. 3.2.

3. System Design

3.1 System architecture

 As shown in Fig. 1, this system has two application programming interface (API) servers.  
The first one provides public parking APIs such as requesting and reserving the parking space 
for mobile apps.  The second one affords parking sensor APIs for parking space sensors to 
report their statuses to two databases, MongoDB(10) for storing static information of parking 
spaces and Remote Dictionary Server(11) (Redis) for recording their real-time statuses, using the 
(key:value) pair, in a hash table.  To reduce the complexity of server applications and difficulties 
in implementing mobile apps for this system, we choose the JSON(12) format to upload 
information.  In addition, the user can log in to this system by using his/her user ID/password 
or binding it to his/her Facebook account.  Then, with the help of the granted token, which is 
carried in the HTTP header, in the log in process, the user can access data stored in the servers.  
The aim of this system is focused on building a BLE mesh sensor network to improve the 
energy efficiency of parking sensors.  Through this network, the sensor of each parking space 
first transfers its parking status to the nearest GW, which then aggregates parking information 
and forwards it to the server providing the parking sensor APIs through Wi-Fi.  Finally, this 
parking information is recorded in the aforementioned two databases.  

Fig. 1. (Color online) System architecture of our IoT parking management system.
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3.2 BLE routing algorithm for the mesh topology

 For this system, we modified approaches described in Refs. 5 to 9 to implement the routing 
algorithm for BLE mesh sensor networks.  All sensor nodes periodically broadcast their statuses 
to neighbors and receive information from them.  The GW node is a sensor node that collects 
parking information from nearby sensor nodes and forwards this information to the parking 
server through its built-in Wi-Fi interface.  We define the metric distance of each node X as Eq. 
(1), where the metric distance from A to X, i.e., X

AMD , and that from B to X, i.e., X
BMD , are 

16-bit values in the range of 0 to 65535.  The received signal strength indicator from A to B, i.e., 
B
ARSSI , is a negative value in dBm, which means that the closer the value is to 0, the stronger 

the received signal is.  

 –0.68 ( – 20)X B X
A A BMD RSSI MD= × +  (1)

 As soon as the sensor node X joins the BLE mesh sensor network, it uses the proposed 
routing algorithm, shown in Fig. 2, to find the GW.
1. If X has not found the GW, which means it does not know the route to the GW, its metric 

distance is set as 65535.  However, that of the GW is 0.

Fig. 2. Flow diagram of the proposed routing algorithm for BLE mesh sensor networks.
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Fig. 3. (Color onl ine) Each node alter nately 
broadcasts its metric distance and scans its neighbors.

Fig. 4. (Color online) Nodes A and C establish a 
BLE connection and forward their routing tables to 
the GW.

2. In this protocol, each node periodically alternates its state.  It first broadcasts its information 
to neighboring nodes and then scans neighboring nodes.  At this step, X starts to scan 
neighboring nodes and receives their broadcast metric distances.  As shown in Fig. 3, the 
GW and nodes A, B, and C broadcast their metric distances to their neighbors.

3. If the metric distance of a neighboring node is 65535, X does not connect to this neighbor.  
Otherwise, these two nodes create a BLE connection between them where one node is 
in the scanning state and the other one is in the broadcasting state.  As shown in Fig. 4, 
nodes A and C each establish a BLE connection to the GW.  Then both of them forward its 
routing table to the GW.  In this way, the routing table of the GW owns the most complete 
routing information from all nodes in its mesh network.  The routing table of each sensor 
node records the GW address, the MAC address of the preceding node, and the total metric 
distance of the route to the GW.  

4. After that, because node B is not within the scan range of GW, it scans node C, which 
already knows the route to the GW, and connects to C.  It calculates and records its metric 
distance to the GW through node C.  Furthermore, C replicates the routing information of 
B in its routing table.  As shown in Fig. 5, node B calculates its route to the GW via C with 
a metric distance of 18.  Finally, the GW knows the route for each sensor node to forward 
sensed data back to it.  

5. Whenever B finds A and creates a BLE connection with it, B recalculates its new metric 
distance to the GW through A.  If the new metric distance of B is less than the old one, B 
will dynamically update its routing table with this value, which means that it has discovered 
a better route to the GW in the BLE mesh sensor network.  As shown in Fig. 6, when node B 
recognizes that the metric distance, i.e., 15, via A to the GW is smaller than that, i.e., 18, via C, 
it will update its route to A with the metric distance of 15.

3.3 Functions of the parking app

 There are eight major functions in this parking app.
1. Login: the user uses his/her Facebook ID/password to log into this parking system.  This app 

will transmit the FB token returned by Facebook to the parking server, which will further 
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verify the user credential with Facebook using this FB token.  If the user has passed the 
credential check of Facebook, he/she will become a normal user of this system and receive a 
user token.

2. Map View: This function displays the electronic map and parking spaces.
3. Navigation: Apple Map navigates the user to the chosen parking space.
4. Vehicle View: This function lets the user check the vehicle location.
5. Parking Space Reservation: The user can reserve a parking space at a certain time.  This 

app first issues a HTTP request, which contains the parking space ID, to the parking server.  
Then this server will command the LED of the reserved parking space to blink until a 
vehicle has parked in this parking space.  The parking server also generates an accounting 
record for this reservation.  

6. Accounting: Whenever the vehicle leaves the parking space, this system will calculate the 
parking fee automatically.  

7. Parking history: The user can examine his/her parking history, including the parking space, 
time, and fee.

8. Add parking spaces: Before a user can add new parking spaces, he/she must first become a 
parking space provider by applying for the provider token from the parking server using his/
her user token.

4. System Implementation

4.1 Simulations of the BLE mesh routing algorithm

 Because a large-scale simulation is difficult owing to the limited number of sensor nodes, 
we write a C# program to evaluate the proposed BLE mesh routing algorithm.  Images of this 
program are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.  The current mesh topology, status, and routing table of 
each sensor node are illustrated in the left, central, and right parts of these images, respectively.  
As mentioned above, whenever a node finds a shorter route with a smaller metric distance to the 
GW, it will dynamically update its route and routing table.  The complete BLE mesh topology is 
shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 5. (Color online) Node B calculates its route to 
the GW via C.

Fig. 6. (Color online) Node B updates its route to 
the GW via A.
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4.2 Software and hardware

Parking space hardware: Raspberry Pi 3, infrared sensor, motherboard.
Integrated development environments: VisualStudio, Xcode,(13) Sublime,(14) Docker.(15)

Software language: Swift,(16) Javascript.
Database: MongoDB, Redis.
 In this system, we use Sharp GP2Y0A41SK0F as the infrared distance sensor to determine 
the distance between it and the object in front from the output voltage of its pin.  In general, 
the higher the voltage it outputs, the shorter the distance that separates the sensor from the 
object.  For example, the distances are 4, 10, and 30 cm when the output voltages are 3.1, 1.25, 
and 0.3 V, respectively.  Raspberry Pi 3 adopts a 10-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC), 
i.e., MCP3008,(17) to convert the output voltage of Sharp GP2Y0A41SK0F to a digital value of 
voltage (ADC) in the range of 0 to 1023.  With the ADC value, we use Eq. (2) to calculate the 
distance in centimeters.  In this way, this system can determine whether or not a vehicle has 
occupied the parking space.

 Distance = 5461 / (ADC − 17) − 2 (2)

Fig. 7. (Color online) Image of sensor nodes updating their routes and routing tables.

Fig. 8. (Color online) Image of the complete BLE mesh sensor network topology.
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4.3 Operations of this app

 This parking system divides the Taiwan area into multiple 1.11 × 1.11 km2 grids.  Using the 
app, the client issues a HTTP GET message to request information on the current grid.  Then 
the user clicks the Facebook Login button and uses his/her Facebook ID/password to log into 
Facebook and the parking server.  After the user has passed the credential check of Facebook, 
he/she will become a normal user of this system and the app will show the current user location 
on the map.  As shown in Fig. 9, the green and red pins indicate available parking and reserved 
or occupied spaces, respectively, in the BLE mesh sensor network.  If the user wants to reserve 
an available parking space, he/she must click the corresponding green pin to display information 
on this parking space.  After choosing the date of the reservation and clicking the Reserve 
button shown in Fig. 10, this green pin will change to red and this page will list detailed 
reservation data, as shown in Fig. 11.  The user can cancel this reservation or start navigation 
to this reserved parking space by clicking the Cancel or Navigate button, respectively.  The 
navigation page is shown in Fig. 12.  The user can query his/her parking history regarding 
locations and parking fees of past reserved or parked spaces.  Figure 13 shows a part of the BLE 
mesh sensor network in our implementation, where the red line represents the BLE link between 
the GW and the parking space.  Figure 14 shows the parking space hardware, which consists of 
a Raspberry Pi 3, an infrared distance sensor, and a lamp post with an LED.  If a vehicle has 
parked in this parking space, the infrared distance sensor will send a signal to Raspberry Pi 

Fig. 9. (Color online) Main page of this app. Fig. 10. (Color online) Parking space reservation 
page.
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Fig. 11. (Color online) Details of reservation data of 
parking space.

Fig. 12. (Color online) Navigation page.

Fig. 13. (Color online) Part of the BLE mesh sensor 
network in our experiment.

Fig. 14. (Color online) Hardware of a parking space.

Fig. 15. (Color online) A lit LED indicates that a vehicle has parked in this parking space.
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3, which further turns on the LED, as indicated in Fig. 15, and sends a message to the parking 
sensor server to update the status of this parking space in the proposed parking databases.

5. Conclusions

 We proposed an IoT roadside parking system and a routing algorithm to build the BLE mesh 
sensor network.  Then, we implemented a parking app, two servers to provide parking APIs and 
parking sensor APIs, and two databases, i.e., MongoDB and Redis, to manage public and real-
time parking information.  Each parking space was equipped with a Raspberry Pi 3, an infrared 
distance sensor, and an LED lamp post to detect and exhibit whether a vehicle has parked in it 
or not.  In the future, we expect to develop a system using RFID or ETag to identify whether the 
vehicle parked in a reserved parking space is the one having reserved it.  If yes, this system will 
begin to compute the parking fee of this vehicle.  Otherwise, the vehicle driver will be notified 
by a warning alarm or flash.  
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